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(54) Stop marker recognition apparatus of vehicle drive assist system

(57) A particular area (R) extending in a widthwise
direction of a vehicle is established in a lower part of a
picture image taken by CCD cameras (3), and the area
(R) is divided into six small areas (Ra-Rf). It is judged
that the stop marker exists when an average brightness
of respective three successive small areas of the six
small areas (Ra-Rf) rises from low level to a high level
and then descends from the high level. As a result of
recognition of a stop marker, in a case where a stop
marker exists and there is a solid object immediately
ahead of the stop marker, a drive assist system (2) gives
a warning (5) to a vehicle operator or a congestion fol-
low-up mode is turned off. Further, in a case where a
stop marker exists and there is a solid object immedi-
ately ahead of the stop marker, while the vehicle (10) is
in a standstill the drive assist system (11) prohibits (12)
the vehicle operator from starting the vehicle (10)
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a stop marker
recognition apparatus of a vehicle drive assist system
for recognizing a stop marker ahead of a vehicle.

2. Discussion of prior art

[0002] In recent years, the conception of an Intelligent
Transport System (ITS) has been introduced to technol-
ogies for developing vehicles. For example, Japanese
Patent Application Laid-open No. Toku-Kai
2000-118261 discloses a technology in which an own
vehicle automatically follows up a preceding vehicle in
a traffic jam, particularly in a stop-and-go traffic condi-
tion by electronically controlling a throttle valve and a
brake system according to signals of an inter-vehicle
distance detecting sensor.
[0003] However, this technology has a problem when
the own vehicle enters an intersection. In case where
the preceding vehicle stops across the intersection, the
own vehicle must stop at a stop marker before the inter-
section. Since prior technologies have no function to de-
tect the stop marker and to inform a vehicle operator,
the own vehicle can not stop at the stop marker. Japa-
nese Patent Applications Laid-open No. Toku-Kai-Hei
9-190537, No. Toku-Kai-Hei 5-289743 and many other
technologies propose apparatuses for recognizing
white markers on roads, however any of these technol-
ogies detect only lane markers and can not detect stop
markers lying on roads in a widthwise direction of the
vehicle.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a stop marker recognition apparatus capable of se-
curely recognizing a stop marker extending on a road in
a widthwise direction of the vehicle and it is another ob-
ject of the present invention to provide a vehicle drive
assist system capable of properly controlling the en-
trance into an intersection of the own vehicle according
to a result of the recognition of the stop marker by the
stop marker recognition apparatus.
[0005] To attain the objects of the present invention,
a particular area extending in a widthwise direction of a
vehicle is established in a lower part of an image picture
taken by CCD cameras and the area is divided into six
small areas. It is judged that a stop marker exists when
an average brightness of respective three successive
small areas of the six small areas rises from a low level
to a high level and then descends from the high level.
As a result of recognition of a stop marker, in case where
a stop marker exists and there is a solid object immedi-

ately ahead of the stop marker, a drive assist system
gives a warning to a vehicle operator or a congestion
follow-up mode is turned off. Further, in case where a
stop marker exists and there is a solid object immedi-
ately ahead of the stop marker, while the vehicle is in a
standstill, the drive assist system prohibits the vehicle
operator from starting the vehicle.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing a vehicle drive
assist system installed on a vehicle according to a
first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an explanatory view showing evaluation ar-
eas on an image picture for recognizing a stop
marker;
Fig. 3 is an explanatory view showing a two-dimen-
sional position of evaluation areas on the basis of
a position of an own vehicle;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a stop marker judgment
routine ;
Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a stop marker warning con-
trol;
Fig. 6 is a schematic view showing a vehicle drive
assist system installed on a vehicle according to a
second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a preceding vehicle follow-
up control according to a second embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a flowchart of a preceding
vehicle follow-up control according to a third em-
bodiment;
Fig. 9 is a flowchart of a start judgment routine ac-
cording to a third embodiment; and
Fig. 10 is a schematic view showing a stop marker
recognition apparatus according to a further em-
bodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0007] Referring now to Fig. 1, reference numeral 1
denotes a vehicle (own vehicle) and reference numeral
2 denotes a vehicle drive assist system mounted on the
vehicle 1. The vehicle drive assist system 2 is constitut-
ed by a stereoscopic optical system 3, an image picture
processing unit 4 and a warning control apparatus 5.
[0008] The stereoscopic optical system 3 comprises
a pair of left and right CCD cameras for taking image
pictures of surrounding sceneries of the vehicle and is
connected with an image processing unit 4 in which the
configuration of roads and solid objects in front of the
vehicle and the position thereof are calculated based on
image information obtained from the stereoscopic opti-
cal system 3.
[0009] Specifically, the three-dimensional distance
distribution is calculated over the entire image picture
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by processing a pair of left and right stereoscopic imag-
es taken by the CCD cameras of the stereoscopic opti-
cal system 3 and the configuration of a road or the three-
dimensional position of solid objects are detected based
on the distance distribution information at high speeds.
[0010] Further, on detecting the configuration of the
road, first only white markers on an actual road are ex-
tracted from the distance image using the positional in-
formation of three-dimension and the configuration of
the road is recognized by correcting or modifying pa-
rameters of built-in road models so as to agree with the
configuration of the actual road based on the extracted
white markers.
[0011] Further, ondetectingtheobjects, based on thus
detected configuration of the road, the data of a solid
object is extracted from the distance image by selecting
the data existing above the road surface from the dis-
tance image and by deleting noises contained in the dis-
tance image. Further, the distance image is divided into
a plurality of latticed blocks at a specified interval and
one histogram is established for each block. The dis-
tance to the solid object is calculated from the histo-
gram. An outline of the object is extracted based on the
distance data of the object in respective blocks and the
kind of the object is identified based on the configura-
tion, size and position of the object. Thus, in case where
a vehicle traveling immediately before the own vehicle
(hereinafter referred to as a preceding vehicle) is iden-
tified, a vehicle speed of the own vehicle and a vehicle
speed of the preceding vehicle are calculated from a ve-
hicle speed sensor 6 and data of a distance between
the own vehicle and the preceding vehicle (hereinafter
referred to as an intervehicle distance). Hence, the im-
age processing unit 4 has a function of an solid object
recognition means for recognizing a solid object. Fur-
ther, the image processing unit 4 also has a function of
a stop marker recognition apparatus for recognizing a
stop marker on a road according to a stop marker judg-
ing routine which will be described hereinafter.
[0012] That is, the image processing unit 4 comprises
an area brightness detecting means for establishing a
particular area in which a stop marker is searched on
an original image picture and for detecting a brightness
of the area, a brightness change comparisonmeans for
comparing the change of time-versus brightness and a
stop marker judging means for recognizing a stop mark-
er based on this brightness change.
[0013] The original image inputted from the CCD
cameras is composed of 512 pixels horizontally and 200
pixels vertically as shown in Fig. 2. An area R is estab-
lished on the rather lower side of the image picture in a
widthwise direction of the vehicle, comprising 6 small
areas Ra, Rb, Rc, Rd, Re and Rf successively connect-
ed in a widthwise direction of the own vehicle, each of
which is composed of 65 pixels horizontally and 9 pixels
vertically.
[0014] With respect to the actual two-dimensional po-
sition of the area R, as shown in Fig. 3, the area R lies

10.35 meters ahead of the own vehicle 1, extending
from the own vehicle 1 by approximate 1.5 meters to the
right and extending from the own vehicle by approxi-
mate 1.3 meters to the left. Further, the horizontal length
of the small areas Ra, Rb, Rc, Rd, Re and Rf is equiv-
alent to approximate 0.8 meters and the vertical length
thereof is equivalent to approximate 1.0 meter.
[0015] An average brightness of three adjacent small
areas, Ra, Rb, Rc and Rb, Rc, Rd and Rc, Rd, Re and
Rd, Re, Rf is calculated respectively. If the average
brightness of a group of the small areas is larger than a
threshold value and the average brightness of adjacent
groups is smaller than the threshold value, it judged that
there is a stop marker in the area R. In this case, such
a condition that when all of six small areas concurrently
have brightness changes there is a stop marker, is in-
sufficient. This is because there is a possibility that only
a long stop marker can be detected and a short stop
marker can not be found. Also, there is a possibility that
if the own vehicle 1 enters the stop marker diagonally,
either of both ends of the small areas comes out of the
stop marker.
[0016] Further, the above threshold value is designed
to be variable according to the traveling environment.
For example, the threshold value is established to a
comparatively large value in the sunshine and the
threshold value is established to a small value in the
shade. Further, the threshold value is established to a
large value in the knighting driving.
[0017] The warning control apparatus 5 inputs infor-
mation about the road configuration, solid objects and
the recognized stop marker and when an solid object
such as a preceding vehicle is recognized just in front
of the stop marker raises an alarm through a warning
lamp 8 or a warning buzzer 9 built in a combination me-
ter 7. The warning control apparatus 5 acts as a warning
control means of the vehicle drive assist system 2.
[0018] Next, a stop marker judging routine executed
in the image processing unit 4 will be described by ref-
erence to a flowchart of Fig. 4. This routine is executed
every a specified time (for example 20 milliseconds).
First, at a step (hereinafter referred to as "S") 101, re-
quired parameters such as brightness information of the
area R and the like are inputted. Then, the program goes
to S102 where an average brightness of the whole area
R is calculated and at a next step S103 an average
brightness of respective six small areas Ra, Rb, Rc, Rd,
Re and Rf is calculated.
[0019] Next, the program goes to S104 where thresh-
old values for the brightness difference judgment are es-
tablished based on the running circumstance. As de-
scribed above, in the sunshine where the average
brightness of the entire area R for recognizing stop
markers is high, the threshold value is established to a
relatively large value. Further, in the shade where the
average brightness of the entire area R is low and the
head light is turned off, the threshold value is estab-
lished to a small value. On the other hand, in the night
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and when the head light is turned on, the threshold value
is established to a large value.
[0020] Then, the program goes to S105 in which it is
judged whether a flag Fj for judging average brightness
condition is 1 or 0. This average brightness condition
judging flag Fj is set (Fj = 1) in case where any of the
average brightness of the groups of three adjacent small
areas Ra, Rb, Rc and Rb, Rc, Rd and Rc, Rd, Re and
Rd, Re, Rf becomes higher than that of a previous pic-
ture and the average brightness exceeds the brightness
difference judging threshold value.
[0021] As a result of the judgment at S105, Fj =1, that
is, in case where there is no group having a higher av-
erage brightness than that of the previous picture, the
program goes to S106 where it is judged whether or not
there is a group having a higher average brightness than
that of the previous picture.
[0022] As a result of the judgment at S106, in case
where there is no group having a higher average bright-
ness than that of the previous picture, the program
leaves the routine. Further, in case where there is a
group of three adjacent small areas having a higher av-
erage brightness than that of the previous picture and
the average brightness of the group of three adjacent
small areas exceeds the threshold value established at
S104, the program goes to S107 where the average
brightness condition judging flag Fj is set (Fj = 1) and
leaves the routine.
[0023] On the other hand, in case where at S105 the
average brightness condition judging flag Fj is set (Fj =
1), that is, in case where at least one average brightness
of the groups of three adjacent small areas becomes
higher than that of the previous picture, the program
goes to S108.
[0024] At S108, it is judged whether or not a specified
time elapses since Fj = 1. In case where the specified
time has elapsed, it is judged that the average bright-
ness condition judging flag Fj is set to 1 in a previous
routine because of errors or other reasons but because
of the stop marker and the program skips to S111. In
which the average brightness condition judging flag Fj
is cleared (Fj = 0) and the program leaves the routine.
[0025] Inversely, in case where a specified time has
not yet elapsed since Fj = 1, the program goes to S109
where it is judged whether or not the group whose av-
erage brightness has become higher than that of a pre-
vious picture has a smaller average brightness than that
of a several previous picture.
[0026] Then, as a result of the judgment at S109, if
the group whose average brightness has become high-
er than that of the previous picture has an average
brightness not smaller than that of the several previous
picture, the flow of control leaves the routine. Further, if
the group has an average brightness smaller than that
of the several previous picture, the program goes to
S110 where it is judged that there is a stop marker. After
that, at the next step S111 the average brightness con-
dition judging flag Fj is cleared (Fj = 0) and the program

leaves the routine.
[0027] Next, a stop marker warning control executed
in the warning control apparatus 5 will be described by
reference to a flowchart of Fig. 5. The program shown
in Fig. 5 is executed every a specified time for example
20 milliseconds. First, at S201, required parameters
such as information of frontal road configurations, solid
objects and stop markers are inputted from the image
processing unit 4 to the warning control apparatus 5.
[0028] The program goes to S202 where it is judged
whether or not s stop marker exists. If no stop marker
exists, the program goes to S203 where it is judged that
no alarm is raised and leaves the routine. On the other
hand, if a stop marker exists, the program goes to S204
where it is judged whether or not a solid object (preced-
ing vehicle and the like) exists immediately in front of
the stop marker.
[0029] As a result of the judgment of S204, if no solid
object exists immediately in front of the stop marker, the
program goes to S203 where it is judged that no alarm
is issued and leaves the routine. If a solid object exists
immediately in front of the stop marker, the program
goes to S205 where an alarm is raised through a warn-
ing lamp 8 or a warning buzzer 9.
[0030] Thus, according to the first embodiment of the
present invention, the image processing unit 4 surely
recognizes a stop marker drawn in the transverse direc-
tion of a vehicle on a traveling road. Further, based on
the result of recognition of a stop marker, the warning
control apparatus 5 gives a vehicle operator a warning
so as to stop before the stop marker in case where a
preceding vehicle or other solid objects exist when the
vehicle enters an intersection. In many cases, roads
have a pedestrian crossing in front of a stop marker. This
apparatus effectively prevents a vehicle from entering a
pedestrian crossing.
[0031] Next, a second embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described by referring to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
[0032] Referring to Fig. 6, reference numeral 10 de-
notes a vehicle (own vehicle) and reference numeral 11
denotes a vehicle drive assist system primarily com-
posed of a stereoscopic optical system 3, an image
processing unit 4 and a traveling control apparatus 12.
[0033] The traveling control apparatus 12 enters into
a known congestion follow-up mode by turning a manual
switch 13 on. Describing the function of the congestion
follow-up mode specifically, in a traffic jam, when an in-
tervehicle distance between the own vehicle 10 and a
preceding vehicle exceeds a predetermined value (for
example 6 to 8 meters), the own vehicle 10 catches up
with the preceding vehicle by actuating a throttle actua-
tor 14 of the own vehicle 10, automatically opening a
throttle valve 15, and controlling the vehicle speed be-
low 30 to 40 kilometers/hour while the brake is exerted.
As a result, the intervehicle distance between the own
vehicle and the preceding vehicle is kept constant.
When the preceding vehicle stops, the own vehicle 10
also stops with a safe intervehicle distance secured.
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When the own vehicle 10 is in a congestion follow-up
mode, the warning lamp 8 in the combination meter 7 is
lighted.
[0034] When a signal indicating that a stop marker ex-
ists ahead is inputted from the image processing unit 4
to the traveling control apparatus 12, the congestion fol-
low-up mode described above is automatically turned
off so that the own vehicle is prevented from following
up a preceding vehicle deeply into pedestrian crossings
or intersections. The traveling control apparatus 12 has
a function as a follow-up running means in the vehicle
drive assist system 11.
[0035] Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a congestion follow-up
control and this routine is executed every specified time,
for example 50 milliseconds. First, at S301 required pa-
rameters such as road configurations, information of the
preceding vehicle or miscellaneous objects, information
of stop markers and the like, are inputted from the image
processing unit 4.
[0036] Next, the program goes to S302 where the
congestion follow-up control is executed. As described
before, in the congestion follow-up control, the distance
to the preceding vehicle is kept constant.
[0037] Next, the program goes to S303 where it is
judged whether or not a stop marker exists. In case
where a stop marker does not exist, the program returns
to START and the congestion follow-up control is per-
formed. In case where a stop marker exists, the program
goes to S304 where the congestion follow-up mode is
automatically turned off and leaves the routine.
[0038] Thus, according to the second embodiment of
the present invention, when a signal indicating that a
stop marker exists ahead is inputted to the traveling con-
trol apparatus 12, the congestion follow-up mode is au-
tomatically turned off and the own vehicle is effectively
prevented from following up the preceding vehicle over
the stop marker, for example, into the pedestrian cross-
ing or into the intersection.
[0039] Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a congestion follow-up
control according to the third embodiment and Fig. 9 is
a flowchart of a start judging routine according to the
third embodiment. The feature of the third embodiment
is that the congestion follow-up control of the second
embodiment is modified depending on the judgment
whether a solid object exists or not ahead of the stop
marker.
[0040] The program shown in Fig. 8 is executed every
a specified time (for example 50 milliseconds). First, at
S401 required parameters such as frontal road config-
urations, information of a preceding vehicle, information
of other solid objects, are inputted from the image
processing unit 4.
[0041] Next, the program goes to S402 where the
congestion follow-up control described above is carried
out.
[0042] Next, the program goes to S403 where it is
judged whether or not a stop marker exists in front of
the own vehicle. If there is no stop marker, the program

leaves the routine and the congestion follow-up control
is performed. If there is a stop marker, the program goes
to S404 where the congestion follow-up mode is auto-
matically turned off.
[0043] After that, the program goes to S405 where it
is judged whether or not the congestion follow-up mode
is manually turned on again. If the switching-on opera-
tion of the congestion follow-up mode is manually done,
the program goes to S406 where the congestion follow-
up mode is turned on and leaves the routine. In case
where the switching-on operation of the congestion fol-
low-up mode is not manually done, the program goes to
S407 where a start judgment is made in accordance with
a start judgment routine which will be described herein-
after and leaves the routine.
[0044] Describing the start judgment routine executed
at S407, as shown in Fig. 9, first at S501 it is judged
whether or not the own vehicle comes to a standstill. In
case where the vehicle does not stop, the program goes
to S502 where the vehicle continues a normal running
while the congestion follow-up mode is turned off and
leaves the routine.
[0045] On the other hand, in case where it is judged
at S501 that the vehicle comes to a standstill, the pro-
gram goes to S503 where it is judged whether or not the
congestion follow-up mode is manually turned on again.
In case where the congestion follow-up mode is not
turned on, the program goes to S502 where the normal
traveling is performed while the congestion follow-up
mode is turned off and leaves the routine.
[0046] Further, in case where it is judged at S503 that
the congestion follow-up mode is manually turned on,
the program goes to S504 where it is judged whether or
not a solid object exists immediately ahead of the stop
marker. In case where no stop marker exists immediate-
ly ahead of the stop marker, the program goes to S505
where the congestion follow-up mode is turned on and
leaves the routine.
[0047] On the other hand, in case where it is judged
at S504 that a solid object exists immediately ahead of
the stop marker, since there is a possibility that the own
vehicle has a collision with a preceding vehicle or a solid
object ahead of the stop marker, the program goes to
S506 where the own vehicle is prohibited from starting
by controlling the throttle valve or brake and leaves the
routine.
[0048] Thus, according to the third embodiment, even
if the congestion follow-up mode is turned on while the
vehicle is in a standstill, when it is judged that there is a
solid object immediately ahead of the stop marker, the
vehicle can be effectively prevented from entering inter-
sections or pedestrian crossings by prohibiting the start
of the vehicle.
[0049] In the respective embodiments described
above, the stop marker is recognized by obtaining an
average brightness of small areas of the area R, how-
ever other methods may be allowed to be adopted. For
example, as shown in Fig. 10, a plurality of spot sensors
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21 may be provided for respective small areas and the
stop marker may be judged based on the brightness
change detected by these respective spot sensors 21.
[0050] While the presently preferred embodiments of
the present invention have been shown and described,
it is to be understood that these disclosure are for the
purpose of illustration and that various changes and
modifications may be made without departing from the
scope of the invention as set forth in the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A drive assist system of a vehicle having solid object
recognizing means (3, 4) for recognizing a solid ob-
ject ahead of the vehicle (1),
characterized by comprising:

- a stop marker recognition apparatus (3, 4) for
recognizing a stop marker ahead of the vehicle
(1); and

- warning control means (5) for raising an alarm
(8, 9) when the stop marker recognition appa-
ratus (3, 4) recognizes the stop marker and
when the stop marker recognizing apparatus
(3, 4) recognizes the solid object immediately
ahead of the stop marker.

2. The system according to claim 1,
characterized in that the stop marker recognition
apparatus (3, 4) includes area brightness detecting
means (4) for detecting a brightness of an area (R)
established ahead of the vehicle (1) in a widthwise
direction of the vehicle on a picture image; bright-
ness change comparing means (4) for comparing a
time-versus-brightness change of the area (R); and
stop marker judging means (4) for judging whether
or not the stop marker exists based on the time-ver-
sus-brightness change of the area (R).

3. The system according to claim 1 or 2
characterized in the stop marker judging means
(4) are adapted to judge the existence of the stop
marker when the brightness of the area (R) rises to
a level higher than a specified value and then de-
scends from the level.

4. The system according to any of claims 1 to 3,
characterized in that the area (R) is constituted by
a plurality of small areas (Ra-Rf) successively con-
nected in a widthwise direction of the vehicle.

5. The system according to any of claims 1 to 4,
characterized in that the stop marker judging
means (4) are adapted to judge whether or not the
stop marker exists based on an average brightness
change of successive several numbers of small ar-

eas (Ra-Rf).

6. The system according to any of claims 1 to 5,
characterized in that the brightness change com-
paring means (4) are adapted to compare the
brightness change based on a threshold value var-
iable in accordance with a running circumstance.

7. A drive assist system of a vehicle (10) having solid
object recognizing means (3, 4) for recognizing a
solid object ahead of the vehicle (10) and follow-up
travelling means (12) for following up a preceding
vehicle while an intervehicle distance between the
vehicle (10) and the preceding vehicle is kept con-
stant,
characterized by comprising:

- a stop marker recognition apparatus (3, 4) for
recognizing a stop marker ahead of the vehicle
(10); and

- a follow-up travelling cancelling means (12, 14)
for cancelling to follow up the preceding vehicle
when the stop marker recognition apparatus (3,
4) recognizes the stop marker.

8. The system according to claim 7,
characterized in that the stop marker recognition
apparatus (3, 4) includes area brightness detecting
means (4) for detecting a brightness of an area (R)
established ahead of the vehicle (10) in a widthwise
direction of the vehicle on a picture image; bright-
ness change comparing means (4) for comparing a
time-versus-brightness change of the area (R); and
stop marker judging means (4) for judging whether
or not the stop marker exists based on the time-ver-
sus-brightness change of the area (R).

9. The system according to claim 7 or 8,
characterized in that the stop marker judging
means (4) are adapted to judge the existence of the
stop marker when the brightness of the area (R) ris-
es to a level higher than a specified value and then
descends from the level.

10. The system according to any of claims 7 to 9,
characterized in that the area (R) constituted by a
plurality of small areas (Ra-Rf) successively con-
nected in a widthwise direction of the vehicle.

11. The system according to any of claims 7 to 10,
characterized in that the stop marker judging
means (4) are adapted to judge whether or not the
stop marker exists based on an average brightness
change of successive several means of small areas
(Ra-Rf).

12. The system according to any of claims 7 to 11,
characterized in that the brightness change com-
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paring means (4) are adapted to compare the
brightness change based on a threshold value var-
iable in accordance with a running circumstances.

13. A drive assist system of a vehicle having solid object
recognizing means (3) for recognizing a solid object
ahead of the vehicle (10) and follow-up travelling
means (12) for following up a preceding vehicle
while an intervehicle distance between the vehicle
(10) and the preceding vehicle is kept constant,
characterized by comprising:

- a stop marker recognition apparatus (3, 4) for
recognizing a stop marker ahead of the vehicle
(10) and

- start prohibiting means (12, 14) for prohibiting
the vehicle (10) from starting when the stop
marker recognition apparatus (3, 4) recognizes
the stop marker and when the stop marker rec-
ognition apparatus (3, 4) recognizes the solid
object immediately ahead of the stop marker
while the vehicle (10) is in a standstill.

14. The system according to claim 13,
characterized in that the stop marker recognition
apparatus (3, 4) includes area brightness detecting
means (4) for detecting a brightness of an area (R)
established ahead of the vehicle (10) in a widthwise
direction of the vehicle on a picture image; bright-
ness change comparing means (4) for comparing a
time-versus-brightness change of the area (R); and
stop marker judging means (4) for judging whether
or not the stop marker exists based on the time-ver-
sus-brightness change of the area (R).

15. The system according to any of claims 13 to 14;
characterized in that the stop marker judging
means (4) are adapted to judge the existence of the
stop marker when the brightness of the area (R) ris-
es to a level higher than a specified value and then
descends from the level.

16. The system according to any of claims 13 to 15,
characterized in that the area (R) is constituted by
a plurality of small areas (Ra-Rf) successively con-
nected in a widthwise direction of the vehicle.

17. The system according to any of claims 13 to 16,
characterized in that the stop marker judging
means (4) are adapted to judge whether or not the
stop marker exists based on an average brightness
change of successive several numbers of small ar-
eas (Ra-Rf).

18. A system according to any of claims 13 to 17,
characterized in that the brightness change com-
paring means (4) are adapted to compare the
brightness change based on a threshold value var-

iable in accordance with a running circumstances.
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